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Rick Skwiot's earthy, funny and self-effacing chronicle of his heathen days south of the border.
With little money and few prospects the troubled freelance writer takes off to Mexico to find
himself. Instead he discovers fast-living, amoral, yet spiritually grounded Mexicans who infect
him with a soulful lust for life. Sexy, surreal, and darkly comic, Skwiot’s vivid tale depicts his
beneficent immersion into small-town Mexican life amid a group of quirky locals and oddball
Anglophone expats. Along the way he paints an intimate and sympathetic portrait of Mexico and
its people. Ultimately this sultry memoir seduces any reader who values honest reporting of a
spiritual journey in which the author finds his deliverance through the senses.

"A joy to read...Rick Skwiot's beautifully observed and written new book pleases at all its
levels...There's a narrative tension that is quite rare in memoir, each story drawing you in to wait
for the outcome, the denouement of a particular event."--Key West Citizen"[A] thoughtful and
often amusing narrative...A slow, respectful dance weaving sensuality and spirituality with the
rough poverty of a struggling country."--Examiner.com"This book is a must read for anyone who
wants to know about the 'real' San Miguel...Most of the people in the book are wrestling with real
issues and not pretending they are living in Paradise surrounded by infantilized Mexicans."--
Gangs of San Miguel Blog"An excellent blend of travelogue, memoir, and spiritual reading...With
a thoughtful approach and no shortage of sensational writing."--Midwest Book Review --This
text refers to the paperback edition.From the Author St. Louis Magazine interviews Rick Skwiot
on "San Miguel de Allende, Mexico"How Paradise Affects the MemoryFrequent SLM contributor
Rick Skwiot writes both fiction and nonfiction; what he's after is truth. In his new memoir--San
Miguel de Allende, Mexico: Memoir of a Sensual Quest for Spiritual Healing--it takes experience,
memory, and imagination (not to mention women and tequila) to dissolve his North American
angst. "Instead of cluttering their psyches with the debris of envy, hypocrisy, or regret," he writes,
the people of Mexico "exposed their sins and shortcomings, often with humor and a lack of self-
consciousness or contrition that astounded me." You stayed in San Miguel de Allende 25 years
ago. What surprised you, when you started remembering and writing about it?How susceptible I
was then, how much it all affected me. Living back here for so many years, I had redeveloped a
gringo veneer. The other thing that was surprising to me was the schism between my memory
and the journal I kept then, which was more on-the-spot reporting. I had remembered things
differently than I had written about them. It made me start thinking about not only my own mind
but how memory fluctuates and expands and moves about.Which reality do you prefer--the one
your imagination has elaborated, or the purer documentation?The former. I'm very intuitive, very
emotional. So the hard facts of things are not as important as the way they affect me. In my
personal life, too, I want to get at what the truth is, whatever takes me there.So what took you to



a little town in Mexico called San Miguel de Allende?I was going down a road in life I didn't like
very much. I had married in college. That didn't work out. And I had spent three aberrant years in
the corporate world, doing PR for AT&T of all people.Oh, my.Yeah, truly. I wasn't being myself.
That's what made me so vulnerable. I had this compulsion: I had to do something to change
myself.It's interesting: You felt so driven to take action, yet the solution turned out to be passive,
even indolent.Yeah. There's this Mexican philosophy where you just let things happen to you and
take advantage of the moment and drop what you are doing if a friend comes by. There's much
more spontaneity.Mexicans say, "Gringos do not live in their bodies."Yeah, and I think that's
become exacerbated now, because we have so much passive visual stuff we're always focused
on, and our work has gotten a lot more physically passive, and we've gotten more estranged
from nature. Plus we've got this whole history of Puritanism and the Protestant Reformation and
everything that drove the beginnings of the United States. A denial of physical pleasures runs
very deep in this country.Your book makes it pretty clear that sex, and the sensuousness that
surrounded it, helped transform you. How?The way we are abstracted and living in our minds a
lot, sex is one thing that takes us back to what we are all about. Primal urges and feelings, love
and affection and family and procreation, all these instincts are blended. It's our chance to be
animals again. It's the most affecting thing we do to get back in touch with nature. It does get us
out of living in our minds. Not only is it transformative, but it's transcendent. We move out of daily
routines and everything else when we are in someone else's arms.A woman you knew in Mexico
said, "Ay, Rick. You try to speak our language and live like us. But you will never be a true
mejicano if you can't make love with people watching." Can you now?Metaphorically, yes.What
did you leave behind, when you retreated from gringo culture?A lot of guilt. A lot of self-criticism.
I learned to forgive myself, and to forgive other people.So what did you jettison first?Being self-
assured and closed down socially. A lot of prejudgment. We're descended culturally from the
Brits, and we have this thing where we judge people by the way they look or speak or smell even.
That you had to get rid of pretty quickly. Mexico is a different land, and there's not that much
focus on style as there is on substance.What was it like when you came back to your "cold, gray,
cerebral existence" up north?Hell.Why did you come back?A lot of it is just being ambitious as a
writer, and trying to feed myself. I don't have a trust fund.You write about finding a neighbor's
dead body, and how she haunted you, ashen-faced, for the next three nights. What do you make
of that, 25 years later?[He sighs.] I don't know. I go back and look at that section every time I
reread the manuscript, and I still don't know what to make of it. I don't discount any possibilities. I
guess the Mexicans taught me that.In Mexico, death is not only ever-present, but it's treated
lightly. How did living there change the way you thought about death?Ultimately, I stopped
fearing it. And I think part of that was simply because I'd started living. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorAward-winning novelist and memoirist Rick Skwiot is the
author of the Hemingway First Novel Award winner Death in Mexico (previously published as
Flesh); the Willa Cather Fiction Prize finalist Sleeping With Pancho Villa; the critically acclaimed
childhood memoir Christmas at Long Lake; San Miguel de Allende, Mexico: Memoir of a



Sensual Quest for Spiritual Healing; and, most recently, Key West Story. He has taught creative
writing at Washington University in St. Louis and served as the 2004 Distinguished Visiting
Writer at the University of Missouri-St. Louis. Co-founder and director of the nonprofit Key West
Writers Lab (KeyWestWritersLab.org), he lives in Key West, Florida. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.Read more
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MEXICOAcclaim for Rick SkwiotChristmas at Long Lake: A Childhood Memory“Skwiot’s vivid
descriptions of the physical and emotional landscape...are poignant, entertaining, and
instructional...There is magic in this depiction of a setting and a way of life that can be described
only as Edenic.”— Library Journal“Rick Skwiot works his own magic...As usual, Skwiot’s writing
is sure...And his tale has a gritty, blue-collar cachet...This is good reading.”— Kansas City
Star“Skwiot’s memories of the grandmothers are rich and poignant, and the descriptive detail
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MEXICOMEMOIR OF A SENSUAL QUEST FOR SPIRITUAL HEALINGBYRICK
SKWIOT ANTAEUS BOOKS Copyright © 2010 by Rick SkwiotAll rights reserved
underInternational and Pan-American Copyright Conventions.Published in the United States by
Antaeus Books. San Miguel de Allende, Mexico:Memoir of a Sensual Quest for Spiritual
Healing 978-0-9828591-4-8Library of Congress Control Number: 2010910336Book design by
Amy McAdams ToJayne Navarre PrefaceWhen friends read my fiction they often suggest
that I am merely writing autobiography, and when they read my autobiographical writing they
accuse me of just making it all up. While that may say less about my approach as novelist or
memoirist than about their human nature, it does suggest to me that my life as I present it claims
certain fantastical or miraculous elements that are hard to believe.That seemingly holds true as
well in this work, which chronicles my early years in Mexico, where I went looking for a miracle
and, finding many, happily jettisoned much rational gringo cargo that had long burdened me. As I
now revisit the scenes depicted here it’s hard for me to believe that many actually occurred, for
they seem so surreal. But even Salvador Dali had to admit after he first visited Mexico, “It’s the
most surreal place I’ve seen.”All that aside, what matters here in the following memoir is that I
am not just making it all up. This book presents a factual recounting, albeit from my own highly
personal perspective, drawn in large part from extensive journals that I kept during my Mexican
sojourns. Thus, though nominally a memoir this work is in large part onthe- scene reporting



distilled through a certain retrospective insight gained from two decades’ distance.However, I
have changed some names or blurred certain identities out of delicacy and a desire not to injure
or expose friends who were trusting, loyal and charitable, and whose friendship I still cherish
across the years and the miles.
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which chronicles my early years in Mexico, where I went looking for a miracle and, finding many,
happily jettisoned much rational gringo cargo that had long burdened me. As I now revisit the
scenes depicted here it’s hard for me to believe that many actually occurred, for they seem so
surreal. But even Salvador Dali had to admit after he first visited Mexico, “It’s the most surreal
place I’ve seen.”All that aside, what matters here in the following memoir is that I am not just
making it all up. This book presents a factual recounting, albeit from my own highly personal
perspective, drawn in large part from extensive journals that I kept during my Mexican sojourns.
Thus, though nominally a memoir this work is in large part onthe- scene reporting distilled
through a certain retrospective insight gained from two decades’ distance.However, I have



changed some names or blurred certain identities out of delicacy and a desire not to injure or
expose friends who were trusting, loyal and charitable, and whose friendship I still cherish
across the years and the miles. PART ONE I Ni ModoMy left ankle bent awkwardly beneath me
as I came down with a rebound on the fissured concrete court by the chorro. As I lay there
moaning, players gathered round shaking their heads and shrugging, as if examining a dead
burro. One, eager to continue the game, said, “Ni modo,” a vague, untranslatable Mexican
phrase indicating helplessness and/ or indifference.With a teammate’s aid I managed to hobble
back to my casita facing the park. The ankle swelled, turned purple, and throbbed. I figured I had
broken it but felt a resignation that I would not have thought myself capable of just months
earlier. The previous summer in St. Louis when I’d fractured my hand playing basketball, it struck
me as a tragedy. Six weeks without hoops, swimming, or biking. I couldn’t even type properly,
which made my freelance writing work even more tedious and time-consuming. I didn’t know
what to do with myself. For the good part of two months I was angry over it and cursed my bad
luck. But now I found myself thinking that this current misfortune had occurred for a reason.
Maybe with my leg in a cast I’d read more and encounter a book that would change my life. Or
perhaps I’d begin writing my masterpiece. Or maybe I’d meet a beautiful doctor. Who knew? It
was out of my hands, so why fight it? Ni modo.What had happened to me in San Miguel de
Allende? Something, certainly. I hardly recognized myself. I recalled my first bus trip to San
Miguel but months earlier and remembered saying a prayer of sorts as the bus cut the arid
countryside. I’d prayed for deliverance, that I might somehow be touched by whatever Mexico
would bring me and changed by it. That I might somehow cure myself of the inner deadness that
had settled on me like an obliterating fog, in which I had lost myself. And now, in a way I could
have never predicted, my prayer had been answered, at least in part. I smiled at my recollection
of a hand-lettered sign the driver of that first bus had affixed above the rearview mirror. It read:
“No deje su basura en el autobús. Tírela por la ventana.”—Do not leave your trash on the bus.
Throw it out the window.At the time I couldn’t appreciate such selfish thinking. But now, after
knowing Licha, Ernesto, Martina, Ramos, and other Mexicans who lived their lives not with
Puritan guilt and restraint but with audacity, verve, and a crude élan born of Conquistador and
Aztec blood, I’d come to appreciate the value of such a philosophy. In fact it seemed a worthy
mantra for me, a reminder to discard all my psychic trash—the self-doubts, shame, and regrets—
so it wouldn’t clutter my consciousness and impede my progress. From now on, I vowed, I’d be
moving down the road on a clean bus. Though I would find it a difficult oath to keep.Later that
evening Licha came by to lure me out for a drink. She gasped when she saw my injury and said:
“Why did you do this to me?”I thought I had misheard her, had somehow garbled her rapid,
Mexico City Spanish.“¿Mande?”She reiterated: “¿Por qué, por qué, por qué? Now who will I
dance with?”I pursed my lips and studied her from the cushioned banquette where I lay before a
cold fireplace. She was an elegant creature, tall and svelte. She stood hands on hips, nostrils
flaring, black eyes cold. I said: “Lo siento, Licha. Forgive me. I hadn’t thought how this might
inconvenience you. I was thinking only of myself and of how fucking much my ankle hurt.”She got



herself a Coke from the refrigerator and stood over me tapping her toe on the stone floor. “It
looks bad. You need an x-ray. I will come tomorrow to take you.”“Gracias. I need some help.”
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across the years and the miles. PART ONE I Ni ModoMy left ankle bent awkwardly beneath me
as I came down with a rebound on the fissured concrete court by the chorro. As I lay there
moaning, players gathered round shaking their heads and shrugging, as if examining a dead
burro. One, eager to continue the game, said, “Ni modo,” a vague, untranslatable Mexican
phrase indicating helplessness and/ or indifference.With a teammate’s aid I managed to hobble
back to my casita facing the park. The ankle swelled, turned purple, and throbbed. I figured I had
broken it but felt a resignation that I would not have thought myself capable of just months
earlier. The previous summer in St. Louis when I’d fractured my hand playing basketball, it struck
me as a tragedy. Six weeks without hoops, swimming, or biking. I couldn’t even type properly,
which made my freelance writing work even more tedious and time-consuming. I didn’t know
what to do with myself. For the good part of two months I was angry over it and cursed my bad
luck. But now I found myself thinking that this current misfortune had occurred for a reason.
Maybe with my leg in a cast I’d read more and encounter a book that would change my life. Or
perhaps I’d begin writing my masterpiece. Or maybe I’d meet a beautiful doctor. Who knew? It
was out of my hands, so why fight it? Ni modo.What had happened to me in San Miguel de
Allende? Something, certainly. I hardly recognized myself. I recalled my first bus trip to San
Miguel but months earlier and remembered saying a prayer of sorts as the bus cut the arid
countryside. I’d prayed for deliverance, that I might somehow be touched by whatever Mexico
would bring me and changed by it. That I might somehow cure myself of the inner deadness that
had settled on me like an obliterating fog, in which I had lost myself. And now, in a way I could
have never predicted, my prayer had been answered, at least in part. I smiled at my recollection
of a hand-lettered sign the driver of that first bus had affixed above the rearview mirror. It read:
“No deje su basura en el autobús. Tírela por la ventana.”—Do not leave your trash on the bus.
Throw it out the window.At the time I couldn’t appreciate such selfish thinking. But now, after
knowing Licha, Ernesto, Martina, Ramos, and other Mexicans who lived their lives not with
Puritan guilt and restraint but with audacity, verve, and a crude élan born of Conquistador and
Aztec blood, I’d come to appreciate the value of such a philosophy. In fact it seemed a worthy
mantra for me, a reminder to discard all my psychic trash—the self-doubts, shame, and regrets—
so it wouldn’t clutter my consciousness and impede my progress. From now on, I vowed, I’d be
moving down the road on a clean bus. Though I would find it a difficult oath to keep.Later that
evening Licha came by to lure me out for a drink. She gasped when she saw my injury and said:
“Why did you do this to me?”I thought I had misheard her, had somehow garbled her rapid,
Mexico City Spanish.“¿Mande?”She reiterated: “¿Por qué, por qué, por qué? Now who will I
dance with?”I pursed my lips and studied her from the cushioned banquette where I lay before a
cold fireplace. She was an elegant creature, tall and svelte. She stood hands on hips, nostrils
flaring, black eyes cold. I said: “Lo siento, Licha. Forgive me. I hadn’t thought how this might
inconvenience you. I was thinking only of myself and of how fucking much my ankle hurt.”She got
herself a Coke from the refrigerator and stood over me tapping her toe on the stone floor. “It
looks bad. You need an x-ray. I will come tomorrow to take you.”“Gracias. I need some help.”After



fetching me a beer from the fridge, she prepared to leave, presumably to find a new dance
partner. She paused at the door, turned back to me biting her lip, and said: “Ay, Rick, why did you
do this to me?”I didn’t understand its significance yet, but she did. She saw where it would
lead.*She showed up the next morning as promised and called a taxi on the phone in the main
house. We rode to a small clinic near the jardín, Nuestra Señora de la Salud, which, Licha
claimed, housed the only x-ray machine this side of Celaya. As I struggled to pry myself from the
back seat she put her hand to her mouth and began to laugh.“What’s so damn funny?” I barked
in English.She lifted her chin toward the alley abutting the clinic. “Mira.”There the arse end of a
thoroughbred protruded through opened French doors. Its owner, a local patrón, had brought it
in to have its front leg x-rayed, I soon learned, when it came up lame. I shook my head. Licha
said: “Solamente en México.”Inside, a stoic, gray-haired campesino with a broken arm sat
patiently awaiting his turn while they x-rayed the horse. I could see the bone pressing against his
skin. When the radiologist came out and saw me, a gringo, a paying customer, he wanted to take
me first, but I told him I could wait till he x-rayed the old man. Soon, however, with x-rays in hand
we rode to the government clinic on the other side of town. Licha helped me inside then took the
taxi on to the hotel where she worked.In a dusty examination room I waited to see Dr. Ramos,
who’d been recommended to me as an American-trained physician who spoke English. My
Spanish was improving. I was using the future, subjunctive, and past-perfect tenses, and even
dreaming in it. But the previous night I had to look up the words for tendon, ligament, and ankle,
and so decided to call on Ramos.I had seen him about town driving a camouflaged Volkswagen
jeep fitted, for some reason, with dozens of seemingly useless antennas. And I had heard
stories of Ramos, The Flying Doctor, who was known for neglecting to gas up his Cessna and
making forced landings all over the state. I can’t recall why this might have inspired confidence in
his medical skills.Soon, wearing a mis-buttoned and wrinkled white lab coat, a bearded Ramos
sauntered into the examining room hands-in-pockets. By way of introduction he strode to me
and flicked the pack of Faros in my shirt pocket with the back of his hand. “What are those,
gringo?” he asked in accented English.“Well, cigarettes.”He held out his hand. “Give them to
me.”I did as he said.“Smoking is bad for the health,” he said shaking the pack at me. Then he
took one out, lit it up, and placed the remainder in his pocket.I handed him the brown envelope
containing my x-rays. He held them up, walking to the window. “Here and here: two fissures. You
have broken your ankle. How did you manage that?”“Playing basketball.”“In the league?”I
nodded then shook my head. “For the first time in my life I got to play the pivot. Now this.”For
once I was the tallest man on the team. Up north I had always been a guard with a spotty outside
shot, an offensive liability. In Mexico, however, I was the Big White Banger, the man positioned in
the paint, though there was little paint left on the concrete court. I played a graceful, balletic
game, I felt, hitting sky-hooks, controlling the boards, and feeding the wingman on fast breaks. In
Mexico I was a relative star.Ramos made a pitching motion. “I play baseball on Sundays. La Liga
de la última oportunidad, the Last Chance League. I still have my curve. But the fastball…” He
waved good-bye to it with my x-rays. He turned to examine the swollen limb. “The worst is the



soft-tissue damage. You’ll need a cast. But it’s too bloated now. Keep it elevated and come back
in a week.”A week! I had hoped to have a walking cast slapped on and to be hobbling around
town that night. I tried to be philosophical: So be it; I’ll get some reading in, I told myself, but with
little enthusiasm.As I was leaving the clinic, hopping precariously on one foot, they wheeled in
an elderly British woman who had been trampled by a runaway burro. She lay on a gurney,
bruised and bleeding, her hip apparently broken. Ramos approached and stood over her,
shaking his head and dusting her with ashes from the cigarette in his lips. He waved an
admonishing finger at her and asked, “And now what have we been doing?”*It seemed the
longest week of my life, spent in substantial isolation. Here, unlike the apartment at Lupe’s that I
would later occupy, there was no garden in which to sit and read, no amiable dueña eager to talk
philosophy. I had ample floor space—not an amenity when barely ambulatory—including a sun-
lit studio up narrow stairs that I now could not easily negotiate. Further, downstairs, where I was
forced to remain, little light came through a lone, north-facing window on the shady park. Dank
and cheerless, the room resembled more a cave than civilized human habitation, and, as I was
soon to learn, I had just begun my hibernation.Having no phone or television had not been a
great handicap previously. Few of my friends there had phones; when I needed to talk to
someone, I’d go find him. And a TV was next to worthless then, in the pre-cable-TV days of
1983. The hotel where I first stayed had a television in the lobby that got a snowy picture from
one distant station. Now, however, being confined to my cave with a stack of books and a clock
radio that played only Mexican pop tunes made me wish for other diversions. By Sunday I was
so booked-out and bored that I listened to a pase-por-pase account of a bullfight from Mexico
City. Evenings, through my window, I heard school children in the street rehearsing songs for an
upcoming Christmas pageant. Their sweet voices reminded me that outside my cell life went on
without me.Fortunately the maid for the main house, Taide, was accommodating. She arranged
to borrow some homemade crutches that helped me move about my home. She brought me
boiled water for drinking. From the casa grande she made telephone calls for me and even went
to the market each day and cooked my afternoon meal. But afterward she left for her home on
the other side of town, and I was left to myself.I was particularly grateful for Taide’s aid since
Licha had all but disappeared. She came by once at siesta. We soon moved to the brass bed on
the elevated sleeping alcove that faced the kitchen and living room. But being of a lively nature
she kept kicking my ankle, making me yelp in pain. Then, just as she became somewhat
accommodated to my injury, Taide walked in. The maid moved to the kitchen and began washing
dishes. I reached for the sheet and called across the room:“¿Taide…?”“¿Sí?”“Taide…”She
turned and gazed at me. Then she noticed Licha shaking in glee beneath the sheet.“Ah. Perdón.”
She dried her hands on a towel and went back out the front door.I sat leaning back on my
elbows. I had waited days for some company. I had dreamed of Licha. Now this. I turned to look
at her. When she saw my sullen expression she exploded in laughter.“I don’t find it particularly
amusing.”“But why did you stop, Rick? I was just starting to enjoy myself.” She laughed even
harder.I let my eyes lay on her a moment then reached for a cigarette. “Yeah, me too. But that



damn maid broke my concentration.”She leaned over and laid her arm across my shoulders. “Ay,
Rick. You try to speak our language and live like us. But you will never be a true mejicano if you
can’t make love with people watching.”*I can’t quite recall how I met Licha. Perhaps Jesús, the
night manager at the hotel where I first stayed, introduced us in a bar. At the time, San Miguel de
Allende was a small town with a small number of venues to drink and dance. Licha and I, both at
loose ends, would likely have found each other sooner or later.When she first asked me to
dance I resisted, saying I didn’t know how to salsa, concerned about how I might look. She
pulled me to the dance floor in the dark, candle- lit room. Above us a band—flute, acoustic
guitar, old double bass, African drums—poured out a flowing Caribbean sound that was part sea
and part jungle, smooth yet primitive. She wore black, adding to her dark mystery. Dark irises,
black eyelashes feathering high cheekbones, black hair falling across her forehead. Her lips
pouty, her hips moving rhythmically inside the black dress like dark waves, her skin creamy
cocoa. A fortunate mix of Aztec, Moor, and Spaniard, of conqueror and conquered. Soon,
focused on her and not myself, I began to move with her.I recall us getting bien borrachos on
tequila that night and ending up in my hotel room for a drunken frolic. But it quickly became more
than that. Since Licha could not cook and at first I had no kitchen, we frequently ate out together
for each other’s company. She helped me with my Spanish, I corrected her English. We shared
an interest in books, a liking for rough humor, and an arrogance that kept our conversations
lively. We laughed a lot, for there seemed much to be amused by in Mexico, particularly if one
had an eye for irony and a taste for tragicomedy. But Licha saw that I had come for more than
just laughs.One night in a dark cellar lounge where a young Mexican folksinger strummed a
guitar, she looked across the table and said, “You have come here for a reason.”“Which is?”“To
change your life.”I felt myself redden. To deter any delving into my inner struggle, I said: “It has
changed already. If I had stayed home, I would be missing out on so much.”Licha blew out a
stream of cigarette smoke. “Like me.”“Sí, a great deprivation. Before meeting you my life was not
half so interesting.”“De veras. But we live now. I do not care what you did before I knew you or
what you do when you are not with me.”“Are you sure?”“Only now matters. I want to live fast, to
burn quickly and brightly like straw, and die young.”“Esta filosofía es muy mejicana y muy
romántica.”“Sí, I am very Mexican and live in the present. I do not believe in reincarnation or
plastic surgery like your gringas. But since I am Mexican, I will be totally and faithfully yours no
matter what you do until you get on the bus to leave.”We were joined by an American couple who
knew Licha from the hotel. They soon began talking about a business they were starting, flying
expatriate Americans back to the States for acute medical care when needed, thus avoiding
Mexican doctors and hospitals. Licha stood, bid me goodnight, and headed for the door. By the
time I paid the bill and followed her outside, she was gone.Next day when I mentioned the
incident, she apologized. “I am sorry, Rick, but I was thinking that I might die in my sleep and
didn’t want to spend my last hours with sonofabitches.”II Only in MexicoAs I took stock during my
solitude, waiting for my swollen ankle to shrink, I saw that Mexico and Mexicans had infected me
in a way I could not have imagined. Licha had become a conduit through which I came to know



scores of sanmiguelenses and transplants from both hemispheres. Mexico drew gringos who
were searching or hiding, who had come to be healed or reinvented—or, in my case, both. San
Miguel de Allende lured Mexican and other Latin American men and women for similar reasons.
Both Anglophones and Latinos were pivotal in my reawakening, but the Mexicans offered me
something unique.To my rational gringo perceptions they seemed unusually warm, open,
human, and happily fallible to an eccentric extent. They did not hide their failings, peccadilloes,
lusts, and hatreds as brooding northerners did. Rather, they aired them, reveled in them, and fed
them. Instead of cluttering their psyches with the debris of envy, hypocrisy, or regret, they
exposed their sins and shortcomings, often with humor and a lack of self-consciousness or
contrition that astounded me. After having spent a lifetime hiding who I was and fabricating a
persona I wasn’t, their self-love and self-acceptance came as a liberating revelation. For most
Mexicans I met, well-being meant following your heart and not the herd. Somehow the
Catholicism, the Indian blood, and the tragic land, Mexico, La Chingadera, the Fucked One,
made them philosophic and original in ways few gringos could aspire to.I recall the Mexico City
cabbie who raced through the dark night despite my protestations: “I am in no hurry. More slowly,
por favor.” But he kept on flying down narrow streets toward my hotel, passing other vehicles,
terrifying pedestrians, and running traffic lights. Finally, unnerved, I scolded him: “Don’t you know
that red means stop?”As we zoomed through another red light he gestured toward it in passing
and explained: “It is only a suggestion.”The sanmiguelense Ernesto was also philosophic. Once,
when he took me to a vaudeville show passing through town that fall, he sat atypically silent,
watching a full-figured dancer bump and grind to a three-piece orchestra. When the music
stopped, he applauded thoughtfully and leaned to me.“Tell me, Rick. Did you ever know an
intelligent woman with big breasts?” He sighed. “Ah, nature is funny.”But he was philosophic
about more than women. Arrested once for running wetbacks across the Rio Grande, he spent a
month in a Texas jail. But for Ernesto it was not time wasted. While incarcerated he and nine
other coyotes there formed an organization that sent ten thousand illegals across the border in
the next two months.“There’s only one thing worth doing in this world,” he told me, “and that’s
helping other people.” His words struck me, for it was the same conclusion drawn by Tolstoy,
whom I was then reading.But like most people, Ernesto had trouble living up to an abstract,
altruistic philosophy, in part because of his love for the jug. “I’m just a goddamned alcoholic,” he
often told me, and confirmed it on numerous occasions.Once, we sat down together at a low
table in La Fragua, but the waiters ignored us. When Efrín, who played point guard on my park-
league basketball team, passed with his tray I grabbed him.“¿Qué pasa, amigo? Why can’t we
get a drink?”“Lo siento, but I am not permitted.”“¿Por qué?”“Because of what happened
Saturday night.”Ernesto and I looked at each other and shrugged.“What happened
Saturday?”Efrín glanced over his shoulder. “The fight where your friend”—here he nodded at
Ernesto—“bit the ear of the patrón Rafael.”I looked at Ernesto, who spread his palms and raised
his eyebrows. “It’s possible.”But like other Mexicans and Mexico itself, Ernesto could break your
heart with his woes. On the night before I left San Miguel the first time, he brought me a cane



from his shop to help me move about on my cast. For once he was sober, and somber. The
previous day he had missed the annual father-son soccer match because he was too hungover
to play.“I’m just a goddamned alcoholic,” he reiterated.Ernesto’s Spanish compadre Arquimedes
was a philosopher as well. Despite his long years in Mexico he spoke Spanish with an exacting,
hard-edged lisp that distinguished his tongue from the musical dialect of the local Mexicans.
Once, as we sat in the town square chatting about Mexico’s corrupt politics, its Third World
economics, and its ongoing social degeneration, a horribly deformed campesino edged past us
over the smooth stones. His head lay to the side as if his neck were too weak to support it, a
distant look of longsuffering in his eyes. Both hands clutched at his chest, fingers knotted and
seemingly paralyzed. He dragged a nearuseless left leg behind him, moving through the jardín
one step at a time.Arquimedes and I both fell mute, humbled by this poor creature’s ongoing
struggle while we sat in the shade and bitched about life. Our heads turned in unison as we
watched him shuffle to the low end of the square and move down the stone steps one by one.
When he was gone, Arquimedes still stared after him and said:“Compared to the United States
or Spain, Mexico may be a fucked-up place. But at least here a man can walk in whatever way
he chooses.” Then he laughed so hard that tears came to his eyes.*If Mexican men were
philosophic and tough-minded, Mexican women seemed ethereal and enveloping, like
comforting down. Most exuded a warmth, gaiety, and spirituality that differentiated them not only
from their male compatriots but also from more masculine and materialistic North American
women.One of the first I met was an artist, Ilena, who taught on occasion at the Instituto Allende
on the lower side of town. She had lived for a time with the indígenas in the jungles of Chiapas
and invoked Tlaloc, Quetzalcoatl, and other ancient gods. She claimed to heal with herbs and
magic, about which I was dubious. Once she cured my hiccups by taking a red thread from the
hem of her skirt, wetting it on her tongue, and curling it on my forehead. Still I was
unimpressed.At the home of her friend Silvia I later witnessed a more convincing display. As we
entered, we heard Silvia’s young daughter crying upstairs. She had been doing so all day, Silvia
said, and running a fever.I followed Ilena to the little girl’s bedroom. After examining the child,
Ilena went downstairs and returned with a fist of dried basil stalks and a raw egg. She placed the
herbs under the child’s pillow, passed the egg over her body as she chanted incomprehensible
Indian phrases, then broke the egg into a glass of cold water, which she placed on the
nightstand.We went back downstairs and returned to the child’s bedside an hour later. The little
girl was sleeping quietly, her forehead was cool, and the egg had cooked solid.*To me Licha
embodied Mexico, or at least an eccentric part of it. That season she and I frequently went to La
Fragua, Mamma Mia’s, and Laberintos to drink and dance, usually with her best friend, Martina,
who had recently moved there from Mexico City with Licha. Martina was always quietly looking
for a man and occasionally found one to take home. But usually she preferred the company of
Licha and me, preferred to take nothing seriously. Though it was hard to take things too seriously
when Licha was around.One evening, since she was trying to lose three kilos, Licha and I had
decided to eat a light supper in. She wanted to help prepare it, but her aid was limited. Although



she was thirty-three and had been married for seven years, she had never prepared a meal,
having had maids and cooks when growing up and before divorcing. After that, when still living in
Mexico City, she ate out every night with her son. She had wanted to find a lover who could cook
but never had any luck locating him.Despite her kitchen inexperience she told me she could fix
salad. So I told her to wash the lettuce. She looked at the head of leaf lettuce, pursing her lips. I
went to fetch a bottle of wine from the cupboard. When I returned she was filling the sink with
hot, soapy water. I stopped her before she plunged the lettuce into it, and showed her how to
wash the leaves in cold water and dry them with a towel.As I began chopping onion and pepper
for an omelet, she asked: “What can I do now?”I gave her a cucumber and carrot, along with a
vegetable peeler. “Peel and slice these for the salad.”She held the vegetable peeler up before
her eyes, turning it back and forth like an archeologist who has just unearthed some strange
artifact. Then, satisfied that she had divined its function, she began beating the cucumber with it.
This I found enchanting. To me she was like an exotic hothouse bloom: beautiful, pampered,
solely ornamental. She reinforced this view by asking, as she chewed her omelet:“¿Quién
inventó la comida?”I stared at her to see if she was serious. She repeated:“Who invented food?
Just think of all those poor people sitting around starving.”*On one occasion Licha took the
afternoon bus to Celaya to visit her gynecologist. She wanted him to replace her I.U.D., which
had somehow gotten dislodged. When she returned that night she dropped by to take me out for
a drink. But as we sat sipping at La Fragua I could tell that something bothered her and figured it
had to do with her doctor visit.“Estás preocupada. Díme, Licha. ¿Qué te molesta?”She shook
her head. “Nada. I am fine.”“What did the doctor tell you?”She looked away.I asked, “¿Estás
embarazada?”—the peculiar Spanish word for pregnant.She shook her head. “No. But he had to
remove my device and cannot replace it for a week. So if you want to find another woman I
understand.”“Maybe this is a sign from God: time for us to make a Mexican baby.”“Ay, my
firecracker, you are drunk. Find someone else for that.”“No, gracias,” I said. “I am happy going
through the motions with you.”She laughed, but I could see she still needed reassuring and
thought to buy her a small gift.But by the next day, the Day of the Dead, I had forgotten my
intention of shopping for a silver necklace. Instead I joined a throng of shuffling campesinos and
sanmiguelenses moving down the dusty Ancha de San Antonio to the Panteón, where families
came to share a meal with their dead kin. They decorated the crypts with flowers and
photographs of the departed and, at the lush, shady, high end of the cemetery, sat upon the
marble slabs covering the dead, munching tortillas and sipping Coca-Cola.Over my years in
Mexico I came to sense that to Mexicans death and life were merely different phases of an
overarching existence, a view that assumed spirituality as a given. More than once when I asked
Mexicans about their families I was told, “I have five children: two married daughters, a son in
Morelia, and two babies in the cemetery,” or some variation.This blurring of life and death
manifested itself in their art as well, particularly in the skeleton sugar sculptures, which vendors
hawked outside the graveyard as I left. This delicate craft depicted sweet, diminutive sombrero-
wearing skeletons riding skeleton horses, dancing to the music of skeleton mariachis, and



marrying skeleton brides.As I studied a wedding tableau with a bone priest uniting a deathly
couple, a cognizance of the brevity of life—the blue skies, winging birds, and warm flesh—swept
through me like a dark wind whistling through my rib cage. A graffito call-to-action came to mind,
one I had seen scribbled on the wall above the urinal at La Fragua: “Tu esqueleto es vivo”—your
skeleton is alive.In the next stall another vendor sold egg-sized sugar skulls on which he had
etched in ink across the foreheads common names: Roberto, Susana, Guillermo, Christina,
Marta, Luis…I studied them for a minute then asked:“¿Hay una ‘Licha’?”He shook his head. “No,
but I will make you one.”
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Peter H. Green, “"Memorable and important..to be savored, reread and treasured". Suffering an
injured ankle, which forces him to contemplate, rather than indulge, in his customary active
expat lifestyle, Rick Skwiot confronts the real reason he has returned to the historic Mexican
town of San Miguel de Allende, nestled among mountains five hours northwest of De Efe
(Distrito Federal), Mexico City--an historic mining capital that once produced fifty percent of the
world's silver. He chronicles his telling experiences of the mid-1980s among these mysterious
people--some 55,000 handsome, stoic and fatalistic Mexicans and 2,000 American misfits,
fugitives from justice, drug addicts and artists like Skwiot in search of their true selves--with
irony, humor, and awe.He explores his fascination with the country's austere beauty, the people's
formal propriety, political corruption, poverty and acceptance of death as a normal part of life,
and their passion, sensual pleasures and an undercurrent of brutality, violence and terror--all
part of living in a Third World economy run as a police state. Skwiot's narrative flows with the
exquisite beauty of the land, its picturesque towns and strong, attractive people.In a cascade of
elegant, well-crafted prose, the tale hurtles forward, contrasting with pithy observations the
apparent irrationality, ostentation and insecurity of gringos from the North with the contradictory
strength, dignity and optimism of a people sorely oppressed by history, circumstance, addiction,
futility and grinding poverty, entangled, like a fly in a spider's web, in an inexorable political
straitjacket:"Mexico can seem so beautiful and benign. You feel the bright sun falling warm on
your skin. You smell the fragrant flowers. You see the smiling Indian women and their laughing
children... Thus to the indolent visitor, Mexico comes to seem like an affordable Eden. But this is
before proclaimed lifelong friends abandon you, merchants cheat you, lovers deceive you and
strangers rob you." --p. 140The author's elegant, evocative style demands that the reader slow
down--as the American who would absorb and understand Mexico must--and relish each
carefully crafted phrase, apt image and well-chosen word set before him.In an era when our
neighbor nation to the south appears inscrutable, incomprehensible and dangerous, Skwiot lays
it bare, picks it apart for our study and reassembles it whole in a love song to the land where he
came of age, lived within his body and found his writer's soul. Memorable and important, this
slim volume is to be savored, reread and treasured, challenging us chilly, fearful northerners to
experience and absorb the real wealth around us as the most urgent central focus for our
lives.By Peter H. Green, author ofDad's War With the United States Marines”

Tim Kniest, “Should You Read This Book? Si!. Just as a disclaimer I have known Rick for a long
time. We both went to college together in St. Louis. We wrote a musical in the early 1980's, which
he may not admit to, and we have spent many nights at local drink joints in St. Louis. Now on to
his book.One of Rick's great talents is his ability to put you in the place. His descriptions of dirt
under foot, sky above head and smells in your nostrils bring the locations to life. Never having
been to the far reaches of Mexico, only the border towns, Rick is able to take you to San Miguel



de Allende with him as he walks the streets and visits the places and people of this interesting
town. While place and description is important, the internal journey that takes Rick to Mexico in
general and San Miguel in particular is the important element of his adventure. Skwiot does an
excellent job of defining what lead him to San Miguel and his need to find a different way to be,
and then to live. Unfulfilled by his work in the States, he needs to find how to live and decides
that instead of Paris he will go south of the border, and that makes all the difference. Imagine if
Rick had gone to Paris instead of San Miguel what might have occurred. Would he have found
the need to live in his body and savor the physical rather than remaining in his mind? We'll
probably never know, but it would not have been the same and for that it would probably be
less.I was very impressed with Skwiot's honesty in discussing his "gringo" self and surroundings
and how they were so insufficient in living the "human" life he found in Mexico. Too often, I don't
think "artists" are as willing to open themselves up to their audiences and let us peek in to their
souls. It is too often, too easy to disguise ourselves from each other, not to mention ourselves.
This was one of the great themes I found in the book. It is not something easily done and Skwiot
should be applauded for his skill in revealing without indulgence or self-pity.Most of the reviews
have given you a taste for some of the individual stories that make up the book and needless to
say they are surreal yet at their core very human. It is the small lessons in life that frequently are
the longest lasting and make the deepest impact in the shaping of our self. For this I'm glad Rick
decided to skip Paris and go to San Miguel.”

John R. Truman, “Fine writing about life and love in a special place.. If you care about travel, the
human spirit, or fine writing, you will love this book.Sqwiot writes about years he spent in San
Miguel de Allende, a place reminiscent of Santa Fe'sweather and arts scene, long known to
aficionados of Mexico. He brings to bear excellent descriptive powers regarding the town,its
public and private spaces, its inhabitants, both local and expatriate, and the sights, sounds,
smells, and fabric of life in that magical place.But this is no mere travel book. It is the story a
personal journey of an author with personal issues,along with a high level of introspection and
increasing openness.Equally interesting and intertwined with themes of his own development in
a special placeare his sensitive insights into the Mexican people, expressed with descriptive
powers that bring them to life.I have been to various Mexican cities and areas, including San
Miguel, fourteen times.My knowledge is superficial compared to Sqwiot's, but enough to assess
the authenticity of his experience and appreciation of the Mexican people.If I may be permitted a
quote from near the end of the book regarding some insights from the author's Mexican sojourn:
"Recognize your own insignificance and that greater forces exist; understand that life is trouble
and appreciate its moments of beauty; live inside your body, not just your mind."To appreciate
the well-earned wisdom in that quotation, read the book.John Ross Truman”

Yaj973, “It grew on me .... It was not the San Miguel that I experienced as a one-week tourist, but
the author lived 6nere and really got to know the place and it's inhabitants. A good, rather quick



read. Memoir.”

The book by Rick Skwiot has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 18 people have provided feedback.
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